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From the most trusted name in guns and ammunition comes this ultimate reference on bowhunting.

The Shooterâ€™s Bible Guide to Bowhunting offers everything you need to know about the sport

and its gear, from its origin as a means of survival to modern gear. Compound bows and crossbows

have undergone an explosive rise in popularity in recent years, due in part, Dr. Todd A. Kuhn

explains, to complex socioeconomic, environmental, and biological factors. As expansive tracts of

land vanish, many hunters can no longer pursue game with high-powered rifles. That, plus vast

improvements in archery gear, has hunters flocking to compound bows and crossbows as

alternatives.In the Shooterâ€™s Bible Guide to Bowhunting Dr. Kuhn examines all things

bowhunting and archery. Topics covered include:Compound, recurve, and traditional bowsArrows

and broadheadsSights and restsReleases and triggersQuiversTree stands, blinds, decoys, and

other popular gearThis exhaustive desk reference provides a never before seen look into the history

and engineering of archery, theories and trends in game discipline, and, of course, an exhaustive

catalog of archery equipment both new and traditional.
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Dr. Todd A. Kuhn has served as bowhunting editor for Outdoor LifeÂ since 1999 and has been

involved in archery for over four decades; hunting across North America with recurves, longbows,

compounds, and crossbows. Kuhn earned a doctorate in environmental engineering in 1996.Â 

I forgot how massive these books are as i have a few others on guns and such and these suckers



could actually be used ad a deadly weapon...hahaha More than enough info for the beginner (like

me) or advanced shooters that need a little refreshing up on stuff. A must have for your tactical,

hunting, or sporting library.

Great book by a well informed and interesting writer.

I'm new to archery and have been trying to read all I can and build good form and habits from the

beginning. Fortunately I only spent money on two other books before finding this one. Well written

and very informative- And it's easy to read. If you are new to this "sport"- more like meditation for

me- do yourself a favor and add this to your collection.

This book ,,,was written with the expectation that you already know how to fire a bow ,,,or more

importantly know how to aim the arrow ,,,why didnt yu show how to use the modern sites ,,,how to

align them ...like you do with the cross hairs on a rifle

Perfect introductory reading for beginners and a decent reference source. Bought it for the

information side of the book, not the "catalog" part of it.Would have been nice if it went into detail

about hunting, but its mainly about just archery.

Its ok, but not worth the money just shows all of the different sights quivers etc etc...... Not worth the

price.

Emphasis is on compounds and half the book is made up of "catalogue"of current and new

crossbow and compound bows and product. Longbows and recurves appear to get the limited

representation.

Very informative book on both compound and crossbow hunting; would recommend to a friend. Fast

shipping, item as described. Smooth transaction! 10/10 would buy from this seller again.
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